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Class: 5____   Name:________________(   )  Date:_________________  

 
A. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs. 

Mary: Hi Paul, sorry I’m late because I (1.) ______________ (meet) my friend 

on my way! (2.) _____________ you ________________ (order) your 

food yet? 

Paul : No, I haven’t. I (3.) _______________________ (look) at the menu now.   

Mary: This is my first time to (4.) ____________ (come) here. 

Paul :  I (5.) ____________ (be) here many times! I first (6.) ________(come) 

here in 2008.  

Mary: What did you eat last time? 

Paul : I (7.) ____________ (eat) some durian waffles because I like  

  (8.) ____________ (try) something special.  

Mary: I’m so hungry. I (9.) __________________(not eat) anything for three 

hours! I hope I can (10.) _____________ (have) some hot noodles now 

but I (11.) ______________ (have) dinner with my mum an hour later. 
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B. Read the table and choose the correct answers.  

Name Activity Finished or not? 

1. Jody have lunch ✓ 

2. Billy and Sally learn singing  

3. Cathy and Holly feed the goats ✓ 

4. Fanny walk to school ✓ 

5. The girls go fishing  

6. Mum cook for me  

 

1. Jody _______________ lunch ___________. 
A. has had, already  B. has not had, yet 

C. has had, yet D. has not had, already 

 

2. Billy and Sally _______________ singing ___________. 
A. have learnt, already  B. have not learnt, yet 

C. have learnt, yet D. have not learnt, already 

 

3. Cathy and Holly _______________ the goats ___________. 
A. have fed, already  B. have not fed, yet 

C. have fed, yet D. have not fed, already 

 

4. Fanny _______________ to school ___________. 
A. has walked, already  B. has not walked, yet 

C. has walked, yet D. has not walked, already 

 

5. The girls _______________ fishing ___________. 
A. have gone, already  B. have not gone, yet 

C. have gone, yet D. have not gone, already 

 

6. Mum _______________ for me ___________. 
A. has cooked, already  B. has not cooked, yet 

C. has cooked, yet D. has not cooked, already 
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Class: 5____   Name:________________(   )  Date:_________________ 

 

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct phrasal verbs. Choose the correct  

   answers. 

A. turn off B. cut off C. give out D. throw away 

E. cut down F. give away G. turn up H. turn on 

 

1. We should protect the forests. Don’t ___________________ the trees 

there. 

2. The factories ___________________ a lot of smoke. It makes the air dirty. 

3. I have a lot of old toys. I think I should ___________ them __________ to 

the poor. 

4. When you watch a film in the cinema, you should ___________________ 

your phone. 

5. Some people ___________________ the rubbish in the country park after 

having a barbecue. You can see the rubbish everywhere now. 

6. The air-conditioning is not cold enough. Can you ____________ it 

___________, please? 

7. We are very hot now. Please ___________ the fans for us. 

8. This piece of meat is too big for me. I think I should ______________ a 

little piece of it. 
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D. Finish the sentences with the phrases below. Choose the correct  

answers. 

 

A. get the champion B. kill the mouse 

C. be angry D. call the police 

E. sleep early F. run away 

G. buy a smart phone H. play football  

I. not like you J. see some wild animals 

1. If Tom practises running more, he will ___________. 

2. If I witness an accident, I will ___________. 

3. If the boys finish their work before 4 o’clock, they will ___________. 

4. If she sees a fierce lion, she will ___________. 

5. If you are proud, your friends will ___________. 

6. If Jack loses his watch, his mother will ___________. 

7. If the babies feel sleepy, they will ___________. 

8. If Nancy goes to the jungle, she will ___________. 

 

 

 

The End 

 

 


